March, 2021
CARO Executive Minutes
Email Correspondence by CARO executive
Motions to pay invoice and administration costs: Treasurer-Trial Applications-Data
Entries-Judges Applications-Course Approval-Web Maintenance-Translations into
French
Motions:
1. That we accept December minutes as amended
2. That we accept January minutes
3. That we accept February minutes
4. That for virtual trials a round of working level consists of 3 exercises.
This will allow the ring size to remain at 30' x 30'
5. That we hold a virtuall trial with the following dates:
Entries Open from May 24, 2021 to June 2, 2021 at 11:59 pm PST
Courses will be available for download on June 9, 2021 by 8:00am PST
(11am EDT)
Trial will run from June 9, 2021 to June 21, 2021.
Videos must be submitted to the judge by 11:59 pm PST on June 21,
2021.
Correspondence:
1. Query from Millenium Dog Sports about covid-friendly trials; Debby responded
2. Query from a person with one arm regarding heeling on the right; Jeanne
responded after discussion with the board, that an exercise modification should
be sent in with the entry
3. Query from competitor about where she can take rally classes; Jeanne
responded
4. Query regarding dog registration; Barb responded
5. Query regarding whether a trick dog title means that a person should enter B
stream; Jeanne responded after discussion with the board that titles for B stream
are those that require more than one pass
6. Request to waive CARO fees for 2021 due to lack of trials; Jeanne responded
after discussion by the board that it is a great idea, but too late to do this as so
many people have already renewed

Other discussions:
1. Continued discussion of new signs
2. Maggie Bird reported that there was only one nomination for Treasurer, therefore
Barb Burgess continues in that position.
HUGE thanks to Maggie for overseeing the nomination process
3. Sherri Gourley has been advised by Debby of several inconsistencies in the
MGH and on the website in regards to working level diagrams

4. That the revision of the MGH should include suggestions of modifications for
blind dogs (no one has actually taken this on)
5. The website was updated with new motions/clarifications on March 15….thank
you Sarah Jane for doing this!
6. Continued discussion about virtual trial and premium
7. Update of Versatility from the signs committee.

